DANA BOWMAN

AUTHOR, SPEAKER, RECOVERY EDUCATOR

ABOUT DANA
Speaker, writing coach, teacher. And, most
importantly? Sober.

Dana is the proud author of two recovery memoirs:

How to Be

Perfect Like Me and Bottled: A Mom’s Guide to Early
Recovery. She was a recipient of the 2016 Kansas Notable Book
award, and she has repeatedly placed first with both the

Dana's speaking

Associated Church Press awards and the Evangelical Press

encourages everyone
to become a better
version of themselves.
Ian Green, Heartland
RADAC

Association Higher Goals awards for her writing. An adjunct
writing professor and a prolific blogger, her speaking and
teaching take a humorous and authentic look at parenting,
recovery, creativity, mental health and more. Dana's publisher,
Central Recovery Press, refers to her as the Erma Bombeck of
Sobriety, a moniker that she happily accepts.

A SAMPLING OF TOPICS
The Perfection Myth: 7 Steps to Peace

The Audacity of Joy

The simplest plan for recovery is often the hardest for

Write Now: The Healing Power of Memoir

some of us, because it means surrender -- a terrifying

Caring for the Caregiver

prospect for those who need control. In this presentation,

4 Self Care Strategies that Actually

Dana shares her recovery journey, where she found out

Work

that her addiction was not just to alcohol, but to

Anxiety, Depression, and Struggling

perfectionism. The Insta-Mom and hustle culture can be

Well

harmful. Join Dana as she shares her story about making
peace with perfectionism.

Mothers, Addiction, and Shame
Addiction among women has risen sharply in the
past five years, and social media's wine culture is

Your Creativity Is Calling You
Grace in Recovery: Getting Sober and
Getting God
Get from Idea to I

DID!

We're All Getting Sober From Something

part of the problem. Dana's presentation describes
the lure of wine culture and addiction for moms,

Dana Bowman

tackles the underlying shame cycle that keeps
addiction in place, and gives encouraging strategies
to combat these afflictions, all while providing a
healthy dose of story, humor and hope.

contact@danabowmancreative.com
danabowmancreative.com
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WHAT AUDIENCES ARE SAYING
Dana's presentations are like going to hear your best friend talk
about her passion: You know it’s real, you know she knows what’s
she’s talking about, and she makes you laugh while you learn
important stuff.

Jane W. Blackburn, Good Neighbor Project Appalachia Regional Libraries

Coming from the classroom setting, Ms. Bowman knows how to
work a room and use her sense of humor to engage her audience.
She will speak to her personal experiences as well as how to
launch oneself in the writing industry. I highly recommend her for
your next event.
Laurie Denk, Vision Tek instruction center

She strikes just the right chord of passion, knowledge and humor,
and because of this her message is relatable and powerful.
Ellie Strong, author and founder of Shining Strong

God has gifted Dana with the perfect pairing of kind sincerity and
vulnerability’s best – that warms the room and lifts our courage!
(click to play)

Anita Eyer, Director of Ministries Pacific Southwest Conference of the
Evangelical Covenant Church

AS SEEN ON:

"Poignant, hilarious, and instructive."
Dawn Nickel, She Recovers
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